Thermodynamic stability of bovine alpha-crystallin in its interactions with other bovine crystallins.
Light scattering measurements were performed on dilute solutions of alpha-crystallin mixed with different combinations of beta H, beta L and gamma-fractions of bovine lens crystallins. Light scattering intensities were obtained as a function of scattering angle, concentration and temperature. The temperature dependence of the second virial coefficients was used to obtain partial molar enthalpy and end entropy of solutions. The difference between the thermodynamic parameters of the crystallin mixtures and those of the weighted averages of the individual components yielded the excess enthalpy and entropy functions of the solutions. Both the excess enthalpy and entropy functions indicated that thermodynamic stability of alpha-crystallin is progressively enhanced by its interactions with gamma [symbol: see text] (beta H + gamma) [symbol: see text] (beta H + beta L + gamma) crystallins. The last two combinations showed negative values both for excess enthalpy as well for excess entropy of solutions. Other combinations demonstrated increasing positive values. This implies that the combination of all four crystallins in the vertebrate lens enables the best solvation property as well as the best packing as opposed to any other single or combinatorial arrangements of crystallins. Similar conclusions have been obtained in the past from water and other vapor sorption studies.